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Abstract
The rings considered in this thesis are the free algebras 
(k a commutative field) and the more general rings 
(K a skew field and k a subfield of the centre of K) given by 
the coproduct of K and kOO' over k. The results fall into two 
distinct sections.
The first deals with normal forms; using a process of 
linearization we establish a normal form for full matrices 
over under stable association. We also give a criterion
for a square matrix A over a skew field K to be cyclic - that 
is, for xl - A to be stably associated to an element of 
(here k = centre(k)).
The second section deals with factorizations and eigenrings 
in free algebras. Let k be a commutative field, E/k a finite 
algebraic extension and P a matrix atom over k^. We show 
that if E/k is Galois then the factorization of P over E ^  
is fully reducible; if E/k is purely inseparable then the 
factorization is rigid. In the course of proving this we prove 
a version of Hilberts Theorem 90 for matrices over a ring R that 
is a fir and a k-algebra; namely that H^ (Gal(E/k) ,GL^ (R(S'j^ E) ) 
is trivial for any Galois extension E/k. We show that the 
normal closure F of the eigenring of an atom p of k/)^  provides 
a splitting field for p (in the sense that p factorizes into 
absolute atoms in F<OÇ>). , We also show that if k is any 
commutative field and D a finite dimensional skew field over 
k then there exists a matrix atom over kO^ with eigenring 
isomorphic to D.
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Chapter ]. Background
This chapter contains the necessary background material 
for the rest of the thesis. The results are given without 
proof; most of them can be found (with their proofs) in 'Free 
rings and their relations' Ù 3 and these are given pougc 
references in the text.
fl contains the basic definitions of n-firs, semifirs and 
firs.
f 2 deals with the weak algorithm (a generalization of the 
Euclidean algorithm). The main result is that any ring 
satisfying the weak algorithm is a fir (Prop^  2.1). We define 
tensor/bimodules and show that any tensor bimodule satisfies 
the weak "algorithm (Prop^  2.2); we deduce that free algebras 
are firs.
In f3 Tfe define non-commutative unique factorization domains 
(UFDs); any fir is a UFD (Prop^  3•3)» We define stable association 
and give some equivalent conditions for two elements to be 
stably associated (Prop^  3®4).
In #4 we consider rings satisfying DEL, that is, rings in 
which the lattice of factorizations of any element is distributive ; 
free algebras satisfy DFL and hence factorizations in free 
algebras may be described particularly simply.
In §5 generalize the results of f3 to the case of matrices 
over semifirs. We show that a full matrix over a semifir can 
be associated uniquely with a particular kind of right module, 
called a torsion module, and that the set of torsion modules over 
a semifir forms a full abelian subcategory of the category of 
modules (Prop^  5*1)• If R satisfies a suitable chain condition
(e.go if R is a fir) we can use this to deduce a unique factorization 
theorem for matrices (Prop^  5 * 5 )• We then consider relations 
between matrices of the form AB = CD and give equivalent 
conditions for two matrices to be stably associated (Prop^  5«^ )*
In we define the important idea of the eigenring of an 
element (or matrix). The main results are; (i) the eigenring of 
an atom in a 2-fir is a skew field (Prop^  6.3) (ii) the eigenring 
of an element in a persistent 2-fir is algebraic over the ground 
field (Prop^  6.4) (iii) every element in k^ 27 has a commutative 
eigenring (Cor^  to Prop^  6.7). There are also versions of
(i) and (ii) for matrices over semifirs.
7§1. Free ideal rings
Def^  Let R be a ring. R is a right fir if every right ideal of 
R is free of unique rank (considered as a right R-module). R is 
a left fir if every left ideal is free of unique rank and R is a 
fir if it is both a right and left fir. ('fir' stands for free 
ideal ring.)
We note that firs are a special case of hereditary rings. It
is not hard to prove that if R is a fir then every submodule of
a free right R-module is again free; hence firs are exactly those 
hereditary rings all of whose projectives are free. We make 
weaker definitions as follows;
Def^  Let R be a ring and n a positive integer. Then R is an n-fir
if every right ideal of R generated by at most n elements is
free of unique rank. R is a semifir if R is an n-fir for all 
positive integers n.
Although this definition is phrased in terms of right ideals, 
we have defined an n-fir and not a 'right n-fir'. This is because 
the condition is in fact left-right symmetric; if R is an n-fir 
then every left ideal on at most n generators is free of unique 
rank. This symmetry of course extends to semifirs but does not 
hold for firs; there are examples of right firs that are not left 
firs.
In the commutative case (or more generally for Ore rings) a 
fir reduces to a principal ideal domain and a 2-fir to a Bezout 
domain. Since a Noetherian ring is Ore, the only firs that are 
Noetherian are PIDs; however, firs do satisfy an ascending chain 
condition;
Prop^  1.1 Let R be a fir. Then R satisfies the ascending chain 
condition on n-generator right ideals (where n is any fixed 
integer). (Û”] p-4^ )
There is another property of firs we shall need to use. A
ring R is weakly finite if, given any two square matrices over R
A and B with AB = I, we have that BA = I.
Prop^  1.2 Let R be a fir. Then R is weakly finite.
Some examples of firs are; ;
(i) a PID is a fir
(ii) a skew field is a fir
(iii) the coproduct of firs over a skew field is a fir (and the 
coproduct of n-firs is an n-fir) ( C3l p. ‘Ot)
(iv) the. power series ring in a set of indeterminates X is
a semifir but not a fir.
Some more examples of firs (including the rings we are most, 
interested in, namely free algebras) are given in the next section .
§ 2 , The weak algorithm
We recall the Euclidean algorithm for commutative rings. Let 
R be a commutative ring with a degree function d. Then R satisfies
the Euclidean algorithm if the following statement holds;
(i) for all a,beR with d(a)^  d(b) there exists c^R such 
that d(a - bc)<d(a).
We wish to generalize this to non-commutative rings. We use
something slightly weaker than a degree function;
Def^  Let R be an integral domain (not necessarily commutative).
A filtration v on R is a map R-^ (W such that;
(i) v(l) = 0
(ii) v(a-b) ^  max(v(a),v(b))
(iii) v(ab) 4 v(a) + v(b).
For rotational convenience we set v(0) = -oo. If equality holds 
in (iii) v is a degree function.
Def^  Let R be a ring with a filtration v. A family (a-) of 
elements of R is right v-dependent if one of the. a^  is zero or 
if there exists b^ , almost all zero, such that
v( S  a^ b^ ) <  max(v(a^ ) + v(b^ ))
Def^  An element a of R is right v-dependent on the family (a^ ) 
of elements of R if a is zero or if there exist b^ , almost all 
zero, such that
v(a - Z. a.b. ) < v(a) while v(a.) + v(b. ) ^ v(a).11 1 1
Def^  A ring R with a filtration v satisfies the n-term weak.
algorithm (with respect to v) if for any right v-dependent set
a^ ,a^ ,...,a^  (m^n) with v(a^ ) ^  v(a^ ) ... ^ some
a^  is right v-dependent on ...
lO
As in the case of n-firs, this condition is equivalent to 
the corresponding condition on the left* The ring R is said to 
satisfy the weak algorithm (with respect to v) if it satisfies 
the n-term weak algorithm for all positive integers n.
Prop^  2.1 Let R be a ring with a filtration. Then if R satisfies
the n-term weak algorithm R is an n-fir and if R satisfies the
weak algorithm R is a fir. ( CQ p. 7 Z)
A class of rings satisfying the weak algorithm is provided by
the idea of a tensor bimodule. Let K be a skew field and let M
be a K-bimodule. Let denote the tensor product (over K) of r 
copies of M, and define the tensor K-ring on M, denoted T(m), as
T(M) = e  e © .... (M° = K)
The addition on T(M) is the obvious component-wise operation and 
the multiplication is that induced by the isomorphism
These definitions make T(M) into a ring.. There is an obvious 
filtration v on T(M) defined as follows;
if m = m^  + m^  ^+ ... + m^  (m 6^ m^  f O) then v(m) = r.
Prop^  2.2 Let v be the filtration on R = T(M) (as defined above). 
Then R satisfies the weak algorithm with respect to v and hence is
a fir. (.DO p. « P  '
Free algebras can be constructed as tensor K-rings;
(i) Let k be a commutative field and X a set of indeterminates. 
Then the free k-algebra on X, denoted k<X>, is the k-algebra 
universal for mappings of X into k-algebras. We can also construct 
it as a tensor ring; let M be the k-bimodule consisting of the 
direct sum of X copies of k. Then k<(!^ is T(m) ; hence k^^
\l
satisfies the weak algorithm with respect to the filtration 
giving the value 1 to each element of X (in fact this filtration 
is a degree function). Thus k<X) is a fir. '
(ii) More generally, let L be a skew field and k a subfield of 
the centre of L. Let M be the L-bimodule consisting of the 
direct sum of X copies of L (g)^ L. Then T(M) is a fir, denoted L^x/. 
The elements of L^ X]> can be thought of as sums of monomials 
involving elements of X and elements of L, where only the elements 
of k commute with X. The filtration (which, is again a degree 
function) attaches the value r to the monomial
^l^f(l)^2^f(2)^3 " ' ^f(r)^rfl (^f(i)^ ^i^
Lj^ <X> can be shown to be isomorphic to the coproduct (over k) of
the free algebra k<X)> and L.
Clearly case (i) is a special case of case (ii). In either
case we call the value of the filtration the degree of the element.
An element is homogeneous if it is the sum of monomials of the same
degree (thus m is homogeneous of degree r if m eM^ in T(M)). By
construction every element can be written uniquely as the sum of
its homogeneous components; we define the leading term of an
Q.element f, denoted f , to be the homogeneous component of f of 
greatest degree.
V L
§3» Unique factorization domains
We start by defining a (non-commutative) unique factorization 
domain. Let R be an integral domain. An element a of R is an 
atom if in any factorization a = be exactly one of b and c is 
invertible. R is atomic if each non-zero element of R can be 
expressed as the product of a finite number of atoms. Two elements 
a and b of R are stably associated (denoted a^ b^) if the right 
R-modules R/aR and R/bR are isomorphic; stable association is 
clearly an equivalence relation on R.
Def^  A ring R is a unique factorization domain if;
(i) R is atomic
(ii) if a = p^ p^ .'.p^  and a = two
factorizations of an element a into atoms then m = n and there 
exists a permutation o’ such that p^ '^  ^ *^ (i) " 1,2,...,n).
We note that if R is commutative this does reduce to the 
definition of a commutative UFD, for then R/aR = R/bR iff 
aR = bR.
A useful concept for dealing with UFDs (and one that extends 
to the more general case of factorizations of matrices; cf §5) 
is that of a strictly cyclic module. A right R-module M is 
strictly cyclic if M - I^ cR for some non-zerodivisor c of R.
For a fixed, integral domain R the set of strictly cyclic right 
R-modules (with R-module homomorphisms as morphisms) forms a 
category, denoted We similarly define the category of 
strictly cyclic left R-modules.
Prop^  3.1 The categories and ^  are dual.
Cor^  Let R be an integral domain and let a and b be non-zero 
elements of R. Then I^ aR = R/bR iff R/Ra - î^ Rb.
This corollary justifies the antisymmetry in the definition 
of stable association given above.
Prop^  3.2 Let R be a 2-fir. Then is a full abelian sub­
category of '^•^9 the category of right R-modules.
Cor^  Let R be a 2-fir and c a non-zero element of R. Then 
the set of strictly cyclic submodules of R/cR form a modular 
lattice.
The factorization properties of an element c of R are reflected 
in the subobjects (in of R/cR, for if c = ab then
R/cR = R/abR ? aR/abR = R/bR o
Thus if we impose a chain condition of R so that the set of 
subobjects of r/cR form a modular lattice of finite height we can 
use the Jordan-Holder Theorem (Tee e,§. Cl3 p.316) to deduce 
unique factorization in R.
Prop^  3.3 Let R be an atomic 2-fir. Then R is a UFD. ([[Q p IZ-C^
Using Prop^  1.1 (in the case n = l) we can deduce ;
Gor^  Let R be a fir. Then R is a UFD.
Thus in particular the free algebras k<X^  are UFDs. We now 
consider the relation of stable association in 2-firs.
Def^  Let R be a ring and let ca = bd be a relation between 
elements of'R. The relation is said to be
(i) right comaximal if cR + bR = R
(ii) left comaximal if Ra + Rd = R
(iii) right coprime if a and d have no common right factor
(iv) left coprime if b and c have no common left factor.
The relation is comaximal if it is both left and right coimaxlmal
^4-
coprime if it is both left and right coprime.
It is easily seen that any comaximal relation is coprime ; in 
a 2-fir the converse is also true. We also note that in any relation 
in a 2-fir we can cancel left and right factors to get a coprime 
relation.
Prop^  3.4 Let R be a 2-fir and a and b elements of R. Then the 
following are equivalent;
(i) a»~b
(ii) there exists a comaximal relation ca = bd
(iii) there exists a coprime relation ca = bd.
( C O  p. 12. «-i
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f4. Distributive factor lattice
Let R be a 2-fir and c a non-zero element of R. We have 
seen that the set of ^ -^submodules of R/cR forms a modular 
lattice and we shall refer to this as the factor lattice of jc.
If every element of R has a distributive factor lattice, R is 
said to satisfy DFL.
Def^  Let R ç s  be a ring embedding. This embedding is 1-inert
if for any açR and any factorization a = be (b,c e-S) there
—1exists an invertible element u of S such that both bu and u c 
lie in R.
Def^  Let R be a k-algebra (k any commutative field). R is a 
conservative 2-fir if both R and R ®^k(t) are 2-firs and R is 
1-inert in Rg)^ k(t).
Prop^  4.1 Let R be a conservative 2-fir. Then R satisfies DFL. (rOp. IS’S')
It is easily checked that k(X) is a conservative 2-fir; it 
is also atomic, so the factor lattice of any element is a 
distributive lattice of finite height. Such lattices have a very 
simple description in terms of partially ordered sets, which we 
now give.
Let L be a distributive lattice of finite height. An element
a of L is join-irredueible if a has no non-trivial representation 
» .
as the join of two elements. Let P(L) denote the set of join- 
irreducible elements of L; it has a partial order inherited from 
L. Given any partially ordered set T, let Q(T) denote the set 
of upper segments of T, that is subsets M such that afeM, b^a 
implies be-.M. Then Q(T) forms a lattice (join being union and 
meet intersection of sets).
Prop^  4.2 There is a 1-1 correspondence between distributive 
lattices of height n and partially ordered sets with n elements, 
given by the maps P and Q described above • { C53 p. 6 0
We define two particular kinds of lattices of factorization.
If the corresponding partially ordered set is the unordered set 
of n elements, then the lattice is the Boolean algebra of subsets 
of this set, and we call the factorization completely reducible.
If the corresponding partially ordered set is a chain of length 
n then the lattice is also a chain of length n, and the factorization 
is then called rigid.
Now let R be any atomic 2-fir. If R does not satisfy DFl, 
then there is a sublattice of a factor lattice of the form
( p. 5^9 ). It follows that there exist a,b,c,d R such
that ab = cd and a^b^-c^d. Less obviously the converse is 
true;
Prop^  4.3 Let R be an atomic 2-fir satisfying DFL. Then there 
are no elements a,b,c,d such that ab = cd is a comaximal relation 
(and hence a'^b^c^ ^d). (0-1 p. 153)
i7
5^» Matrices
The factorization results of the previous sections can be 
extended (in a somewhat weaker form) to the factorizations of 
matrices over firs. Any mxn matrix A over a ring R determines a 
mapping /^r^R— (by premultiplication) and hence an 
exact sequence of right R-modules;
 y n  ^0
We identify the matrix A with the right R-module M ( - coker ^ ) ;
this of course generalizes the idea of associating an element c
th e  savne cbarocterxsKc. 
with the strictly cyclic module R/cR. Two matrices A and B^are
said to be stably associated if their associated right R-modules
are isomorphic. We wish to consider the factorizations of a
matrix by considering the submodules of its associated module ;
however we must restrict attention to a particular kind of module
(corresponding to torsion modules in the element case).
Def^  Let 0 — — ^M— > 0 be a presentation of the 
right R-module M. The characteristic of the presentation is 
defined to be m-fi - . If R is a semifir the characteristic of 
a module is independent of the presentation chosen, and we call 
this the characteristic of the module M, denoted X(M).
Def^  Let R be a semifir and Ma right R-module. M is a torsion 
' -
module if;
(i) X(M) =0
(ii) for any submodule N of M, X(N)^ 0.
Let y denote the set of torsion R-modules; as in the case 
of strictly cyclic modules, they form a category.
IS
Prop^  5 *1  Let R be a semiflr. Then is a full abelian subcategory 
o f l ^ .  ( Ü l p . 1 8 5 )
Let j^ T denote the corresponding category of left torsion 
modules. As before, there is a duality;
Prop^  5.2 and are dual categories.
Cor^  Suppose that both and satisfy AGO. Then they both 
satisfy DGG.
Def^  A semifir R is fully atomic if both T  and ft satisy AGO.
K  xl
Note that a fir satisfies AGG^  for all n and hence is fully 
atomic.
Prop^  5» 3 Let R be a fully atomic semifir and let M be a right 
torsion R-module. Then the set of T^ -submodules of M forms ■ a. 
modular lattice of finite height.
Once the idea of a torsion module has been translated in terms 
of matrices, Prop^  5 *3  (and the Jordan-Holder Theorem for modular 
lattices) will provide a 'unique factorization* for matrices,
Def^  Let A be a nxn matrix over R. A is full if in any 
factorization A = BG (B e^^,G c^^), m^n.
Prop^  5.4 Let R be a semifir. Then a square matrix A âs full iff 
the associated module coker^ is a torsion module.(til p. 199)
Prop^  5. 5 Let R be a fully atomic semifir and let A be a full 
matrix over R. Then R has a factorization into (full) matrix 
atoms, and if A = ^ i^ 2***^ r ^ ~ ..Q^  are two
factorizations of A into atoms then r = s and there exists a
npermutation «S' of l,o.o,r such that and are stably
associated (i = l,..,r). (This follows immediately from 5»3 & 5«4.)
We now derive some equivalent conditions for stable 
association of matrices. The following definitions and results 
(plus proofs) may be found in [4].
Def^  Let R be any ring and let A A is left full if in
any factorization A = BG (B G R^^ ) necessarily q^m;
A is right full if in any such factorization q ) n. A is left 
prime if in any factorization A = PQ (PCR^, Q, 6^^) P is 
right invertible. A is right prime if the analogous condition 
on the right holds.
Let AG = BD be a relation between matrices over R. The 
relation is said to be right comaximal if (A B) has a right 
inverse and left comaximal if has a left inverse. It is
comaximal if it is both left and right comaximal. The relation 
is left coprime if (A B) is left prime, right coprime if 
is right prime and coprime if it is both left and right 
coprime.  ^ •
- ■ ' _ . . . '' . . . .. -T*.. '• .
Prop^  5» 6 Let R be a semifir and A and B matrices over R of the 
same characteristic. Then the following are equivalent;
(i) A is stably associated to B
(ii) there exist invertible matrices Ü and V and identity 
matrices of suitable sizes such that
U/A 0\ = /B 0\
lo l) io l)
V
(iii) there exists a comaximal relation GA = BD
(iv) there exists a coprime relation CA = BD.
10
Prop^  9.7 Let R be a semifir and AD = BG a relation between 
matrices over R in which (A B) is left full and is right 
full. Then we can cancel left and right square factors to get 
a comaximal relation i.e. there exist square matrices P and Q 
such that A = PA', B = PB*, D = D*Q, G = G*Q and A*D* = B*G* 
is a comaximal relation.
Z i
§6. Eigenrings
Let R Le a ring and J a right ideal of R. The (right) 
idealizer of J (in R), denoted I^ (j) is the set fh e R:hJ g jj,
It is easily seen that I^ {j) is a ring and that J is a 2-sided 
ideal of I^ (j). If J is a principal right ideal, say J = aR, 
then I^ (j) = {b « R:ha €■ ap} so we write Ip{a) instead of Ig^ J) 
and call this the idealizer of a.
Def^  Let R be a ring and J a right ideal of R. The (right) 
eigenring of J (in R), denoted E^ (^j) is Ij^ (j)/j.
Again if J is^ principal, say J = aR, we write E^ (a) and call 
it the eigenring of a. There is an alternative formulation 
of the eigenring of an ideal;
Prop^  6.1 Let R be a ring and J a right ideal of R. Then
Ejj(j) ^ Endjj(E/j). .
We may similarly define left idealizers and eigenrings ; however 
we have the following result;
Prop^  6.2 Let R be a ring and a a non-zerodivisor of R. Then 
the left and right eigenrings of a are isomorphic.
We shall be interested in two cases;
’ (i) where R is a 2-fir
(ii) where R is a matrix ring over a semifir.
In the first case the eigenring of an element is just the 
endomorphism ring of the associated strictly cyclic module. In 
the second case, suppose that R = T^ , where T is a semifir, and 
suppose that A is an element of R, full as a matrix over T, Then
Ejj(A) = End^ T/AT^ ) = End^ CVA^ T)
so the eigenring of A is isomorphic to the ring of T-endomorphisms 
of the torsion T-module associated‘with A. In this case we shall 
write E^ (a) instead of E^ (A). We can apply Schur's Lemma in 
the category or 1^  to get the following result.
Prop^  6.3 Let R be a 2-fir (respectively semifir). Let A be an
atom of R (respectively a full matrix atom over R) • Then E^ (A) 
is a skew field.
Def^  Let R be a k-algebra (k any commutative field). Then R is 
a persistent 2-fir (respectively semifir) over k if both R and - 
R^^k(t) are 2-firs (respectively semifirs).
Free algebras'are clearly persistent semifirs.
Prop^  6.4 Let R be a persistent 2-fir (respectively semifir).
Let A be an element of R (respectively a full matrix over R).
Then E^ (A) is algebraic over k.
Combining results 6.3 and 6.4 we get;
Prop^  6.5 Let R be a persistent 2-fir (respectively semifir) over 
an algebraically closed field k and let f\ be an atom of R 
(respectively a full matrix atom over R) . Then E^ (A) - k.
In general if R is a k-algebra and a an element of R a is 
said to have a scalar eigenring if E^ (a) - k.
Prop 6.6 Let R be a k-algebra and an atomic 2-fir and suppose 
that R satisfies DFL. Suppose moreover that every atom of R has 
a scalar eigenring; then every non-zero element of R has a 
commutative eigenring, (CQp. 172.')
If k is an algebraically closed field we can use this 
proposition (together with Prop^  6.5) to deduce that every 
non-zero element of the free algebra k{x) has a commutative
13
eigenring. In order to extend this to the case where k is not 
algebraically closed we need a result on the behaviour of 
eigenrings under ground field extensions.
Prop^  6.7 Let R be a k-algebra and A a full matrix over R. Let
E/k be a field extension and set S = R(g)^ . Then
Eg (A) = E^(A)0^E
Gor^  Let k be any field. Then any non-zero element of the 
free algebra kO^ has a commutative eigenring.
There is one more result on eigenrings that we shall need
later. Let be some category of right R-modules. A right 
R-module M<c Pi is a distributive module if the lattice of Pl- 
submodules of M forms a distributive lattice ; we shall be 
interested in the case where M is the strictly cyclic module 1. ' 
associated with, an element of. .a'.2-fir R (and ; the. categoiy is the . 
category of strictly cyclic R-modules).
Prop^  6.8 Let M "be a distributive module with both chain 
conditions and let Aj^ ,...,A^  be the F^ -simple modules occuring 
in a composition series for M (with their proper multiplicities). 
Then there is a homomorphism
^:End(M)   End(A^ )
whose kernel is the TJacobson radical of End(M). Moreover N = 
consists of all nilpotent endomorphisms of M and satisfies 
= 0.
21,
Chapter Z Normal Forms
In this chapter we consider normal forms for matrices over
In §1 we define a lexicographical ordering of also
the idea of left (and right) cofactors of elements or matrices. 
These two ideas are used in the next section.
In § 2 we establish a normal form for full matrices over
under stable association generalizing that given in Cd. A 
series of propositions leads up to the result (Th^  2.1).
In 3^ we establish a criterion for a matrix over a skew
field to be cyclic (Th^  3*1)»
f1. Preliminaries
We recall from Chapter 1, §2 that there is a degree function 
d on given hy d(x) = 1 for x tX, We require a finer
ordering than this in this chapter; we therefore introduce
a lexicographical ordering as follows.
Def^  An element f of is pure (of degree r and type
(h(l),h(2),..•,h(r))) if it is of the form
j ^ r
where J is an indexing set, each v^jf K and the h(i) are 
integers (so ^ (^i)^
It is clear that any element of K^X^ can he written uniquely 
as the sum of its pure components. We define an ordering on 
the set of pure elements as follows;
let f he of degree r and type (h(l),h(2),...,h(r)) 
let g he of degree s and type (k(l),k(2),,..,k(s))
Then f > g iff:
(i) r>s
or (ii) r = s, h(i) = k(i) for 1 ^ i ^ j and h(i+l) > k(i+l) 
for some 0 ^  j <r.
Now for any element f of K^ <,X^  we define the pure-leading 
term of f,"denoted f^ , to he the greatest pure component of 
f. can now he ordered hy defining one element to he
greater than another if its pure-leading term is greater. Let 
V he the order-preserving map from onto (N induced hy
this ordering (thus v(l) = 0, v(x^ ) = 1, etc.)
Clearly all the ahove may he extended to matrices over j
r e p l a c T a n d  E hy (lÿx))^ and respectively in the definitions,
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In the particular case when K = k, so the ring is just 
the free algebra k ^  , we say an element f is monic if the 
coefficient of its pure-leading term is 1,
The second idea we need is that of cofactors. Let u^  (iti) 
be a k-basis of K. Any matrix A with entries in K can be written 
uniquely as ^u^A , where the A are matrices with entries in k. 
A^  is called the right cofactor of u^  in A. Define^
A *  = (a°  ) and *A  =  I  A °
\
Now let A be any homogeneous matrix of degree ^ 1 over .
Then A may be written uniquely as
h j  3
where the A^  ^ are matrices over . A_^  is called the left
~ ^ 3  ~ 3 .
cofactor of x .u. in A and we define 
J ^
J J J
We make analogous definitions of the right cofactors of u^ Xj 
in A .
We now prove two lemmas to be used in the proof of normal 
form in %he next section.
Lemma 1.1 Let G be a matrix over K such that the rows of G are 
linearly independent over k. Then the rows of G^ are linearly 
independent (over k) and hence G^ has a right inverse.
Pf Suppose that the rows of G^ are linearly dependent. Then 
there exists a ^ ^k such that aC =0. Hence aG^  = 0 for
i
all i 6rl and so aG = a(2 G u. ) = 0, contradicting the hypothesis.
A ^
A «
TV»€ noVxtVion assumes tV iat [l< : V  coufvbJs'c. ;  the. g o tr
t v > r w u ^ h  C ry  a t \ . y  C 0 5 € .  ^
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Def^  Let A B <Sr^K^, xeX. Then AxB is in minimal form if the
columns of A are linearly independent over k and the rows of 
B are linearly independent over k.
Lemma 1.2 Let A , B Then there exists an m< n and
C , D such that AxB = GxD and GxD is in minimal
form. Moreover, if GxD and ExF are in minimal form (G 
D t^ K^ , E F <£^ K^ ) and GxD = ExF then m = r.
Pf Suppose that the columns of A are linearly dependent over k. 
Then there exists J f GL^ (k) such that AJ = (A* O). Write
J ^  • Then AxB = A'xD'. Glearly repeating this
process on A and B will eventually yield the G,D required.
We observe that by Lemma 1.1, GxD is in minimal form iff 
*^G and D*" have rank m. Now GxD = ExF. Taking left cofactors
X Xof xu^  we get GD = EF ; now taking cofactors of Uj we get 
G^ D^  = E^ F^ . Hence (*G)(D*) = (*\E) (F^ ). Since both GxD and 
ExF are in minimal form we have
m = rank(*GD’*^) = rank^^F^) = r.
2g
2^. Reduction to normal form
We start by recalling the normal form proved in ;
Let A ( K . Be K and suppose that xl + A and xl + B are n m n m
stably associated over . Then m = n and A and B are
conjugate over k. A matrix over is non-singular ab ^
if it is stably associated to a matrix of the form xl^  + G 
(Gé-Kjj), so this result provides a normal form for matrices
over non-singular at cfi. In this section we establish
a (somewhat weaker) normal form for arbitrary full matrices over 
; where X = ■fx^ ,...,x^  is a finite set of indeterminates•
Def^  A full matrix P over is in normal linear form if
é
P = G + y  A.x.B.
Of 1 1 1
(CtK ,P -L 1
satisfying the following conditions;
(i) the rows of (A^  ... A^ ) are left linearly independent over K
(ii) the columns of /B^ \ are right linearly independent over K
B,
(iii) each A^ x^ B^  is in minimal form.
We shall prove the following theorem;
*
Th^  2.1 Let Q be a full matrix over K^ X^^ ; then Q is stably 
associated to a matrix in normal linear form. Moreover if
ftl = C + Z a x^ b^  ^ c- ( V * » p
= D + Z E j^Xj^ F^ 6
are two matrices in normal linear form and 0,2 P “ Q.
2H
and there exist U,V eGL^ (K) such that = UQ^ V"^ .
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have;
Cor^  Bet 0 = 0 + ZA^x3^ (O A^c-V‘ he a
matrix in normal linear form. The following are invariants;
(i) p = order of G
(ii) rank of G
(iii) n^  = number of columns of A^ .
We prove the theorem in three propositions.
Prop^  2.2 Let 0 Be a full matrix over . Then 0 is stably
associated to a matrix in normal linear form.
Pf For any elements a,b,c of a ring R we have that
(c + ab)-/c + ab 0\-^ /c + ab a W /  c a\
V O  1/ I 0 1 / V-b ij
It is clear that by using this process (linearization by 
enlargement) sufficiently often we can find a matrix of the 
form G + Z a x^ B^^  (G eE^^^, A^^ VJ: stably associated
to Q. Let the rank of (A^  .. A^ ) over E be p. There exists JeGL (e)
such that
J(A^  2^ ' d^^  2^ ^ d \ P
lO 0 ... 0 /
p 1-?
Now let G* = JG and partition each B^ as (B^  BV). Then
■ : p t-p , •
. Q ^  C  + / S.A[Xj^ B! P
I 0 0 / 1-?
Since Q is full the last q,-p rows of C’ must have rank q-p (overlO^  
so by postmultiplying by a suitable invertible matrix over K, we
have
Q ~  /Du  +
° \-P
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- + (“n ^ V
and rank(Ej^  ... E^ ) = p, so condition (i) of the definition
is satisfied. Condition (ii) of the definition may be similarly 
enforced. Condition (iii) can be satisfied simply by writing 
each E^ x^ F^  in minimal form (using Lemma 1.2).
Lemma 2.3 Let C + Z a.x.B. fCeK . A. e be a------------  I l l '  p i 1 ^
matrix in normal linear form. Then Z  A.x.B. is a left and1 1 1
right non-zerodivisor.
Pf Suppose the contrary, say
G(ZA^x3^) = 0
Consider leading terms;
G^(lA^x^B^) = 0.
Now take left cofactors of x.u.;
 ^J
G^ A.B.-^  = 0
■ (7
Hence G A.B^ = 01 1
But A.x.B. is in minimal form and hence B.*^ has a right 1 1 1  1
inverse; thus
G*A. = 0 
1
and so G^ (A^  ^A^  •• A^ ) = 0
But by condition (i) of the definition of normal linear 
form, (A^  ^2 ... A^ ) has a right inverse. Hence G = 0 , 
a contradiction unless G = 0. Thus ZA^x^B^ is a left non- 
zerodivisor. Similarly it is a right non-zerodivisor.
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Bet = G + and = F + ZB^x^E^ be
two matrices in normal linear form and suppose that Q^ . Then 
there exists a comaximal relation
UQ]_ = Q^ V 
in which U and V have entries in K.
Pf Since Q,^ and are stably associated there are comaximal 
relations
%  = QgV (1)
We show that in any such relation à(U) = 3(v). Suppose that 
(^U)>^ (V). Comparing leading terms in (l) we get
=  0
n
By Lemma 2.3 this implies that U =0 and hence U = 0, a 
contradiction since &(u)> 0. An analogous argument holds if 
XV) >.3(U). Hence Xu) = 3(v).
Recall from |1 that v is the map from to IN defined
in terms of the lexicographic ordering of Ej^ <X^ . Let s be the 
minimum value assumed by v (u )  in any comaximal relation (l). 
Suppose that the first x^  (reading from left to right) occurring 
in U^ , the pure leading term of U, is x^ . Let v(U^ x^ ) = N 
and consider the terms of v-value N,N-1,...,N-d+l in (l):
u V  \x, , = D X E V„ (2.2)
W / d  (2.d)
where the V. are matrices occurring in V. Adding the d equations 
1
together we get
U*(Za.x B^.) = (D^X^E^XIvp
'6JL
Since is a non-zerodivisor, at leas;t one of the
is non-zero. In fact the first non-zero is the pure leading 
term of V, the second non-zero is the second greatest pure 
component of V, etc. Moreover, for i = l,...,d and s>r,
d x^ e^ j . = 0 (3)
for each of these expressions has v-value greater than N and 
the v-value of the leading term of the L.H.S. of (l) is ,^ N. 
Now take left cofactors of XjU_ in (2.d-j+l);
Hence;
U^^A3* = (4)
Now B h a s  a right inverse, say Mj, so from (4);
= VA('^j)-x «j
J
To simplify the notation write N. for (V.)^  Combining
J J -Xj j
the equations (5) for j = l,...,d we get;
U^ (A^  Ag ... A^ ) = D^ X^ E^ (H^  ... N^ ) (6)
Now (A^  A^  ... A^ ) has a right inverse, say ZA^G^ = 1.
Write N = ZN-G.. Then from (6)-^11
yt = D X E N (7)r r r
By applying to (3) the arguments we have just applied to (2.1)- 
(2cd) we also get
^ " ^ s^sV (s>r) (8)
Now set U* = U - Q^ N and V* = V - N^. Clearly 
U*Q^  = Q^V 
is a comaximal relation. Moreover
3 3
= (D^ x^ E^  + ... + D^ x^ E^ )H + + '- + W & ) «
+ terms of lower v-value
= D x E N  + 0 + terms of lower v-valuer r r
= + terms of lower v-value.
Hence U' = U - Q^ N has lower v-value than U, contradicting 
the choice of U. Thus we can choose U of v-value 0, i.e. with
entries in K and it follows that V also has entries in K,
Prop” 2.5 Let = C + ZA^x B^^  C (Kj^ <X>)^
and %2 = F + Z 6 (E^ <X>)^
be two matrices in normal linear form and suppose that Q,^.
Then p = q and there exists U,V <cGL^ (K) such that UQ^  = Q^ V, 
Pf By Prop^  2.4 there is a comaximal relation
UQl= QgV (1)
where U and V have entries in K. Hence there exist P,TcGL^ (K),
R,S<^ GL (k) such that 
P
m p-n
PUR = /1
0
m SVT = ( i „  « y
VO 0/4'^
The relation PUR.R.^ Q^ T = PQ^ S .^SVT is still comaximal. Hence 
we may assume without loss of generality that the U and V in (l)
are of the forms m 0 \ and 
0
'I respectively.
 ^O' I
Assume that m-?n and let s =. p-m, t = q-m. Partitioning 
and rewrite (1) as
0
\0
n 1^1 1^2 ^13 \ 
2^1 2^2 2^3m-n
' \ X31 ^ 2  ^3
1^3\1^1 ^12 
^21 ^22 ^23 
^^ 31-^32 ^33
0 O'
0 0 0 
p 0 0 /
so
31^
i h l ^12 ^
%21 X22 X
\o 0 0
Hence *12* *13* *2
fin 0 0 \
0 I 0 m-n
.0 0 0 1
Y l^ 0 0
?21 0 0 
^31  ^ 0
■31
X
X
\X
11 0 0 \= *11 Y
21 0 0 *21 Y
31 *32
X3 3 lo Y
12 0
0 0 022
'32
23
33
This is a comaximal relation; consider a relation of left 
comaximality.
^11 ^12 ^13 \ /*n 0
2^1 2^2 ^23 
\ ^31 ^32 3^3
2^1 °
X31 X^ 2 ^33
M11 1^2 ^13 \ 
^21 2^2 ^23
1^31 ^2 3^3
I I 0 0^n
0 0 0
lo 0 0
Consider the bottom ri^ Kt-hand comer of this equation;
^33^33
Since is weakly finite, this implies that
^ 3^33 (2)
.(1)For any matrix G over E^<^ let G''  ^denote the homogeneous 
component of G of degree 1. Since is of degree ^ 1 (as a
submatrix of Q^ ), by taking leading terms in (2) we obtain
Now
^ 3' '^ 33 °
fo \=
0
,  d ,( 1 -3 3 /
f ” \
33
0 0 \
x W 0 0 0
I4î^ 4i>
J X )  
3 3 1
- O
3 5
i
But ZA.x.B. is a non-zerodivisor and so = 0, a1 1 1  JJ
contradiction unless s = 0. Thus s = 0 and so
x= / %  o\ 
Ixgi ol
Since X is full we now must have m-n = 0 and so p = m = n.
Then Qp = «2 /
\0 0 1
and since both and are full q-m = 0. Hence q = m = n = p, 
U = V = and the result is proved.
This completes the proof of the theorem. We note that in the 
special case that the matrices concerned are non-singular at 
zero (that is, the result of specializing each x^  to zero is an 
invertible matrix over K) we can strengthen this normal form a 
little. We insist (in addition to conditions (i) - (iii) already 
given) that G, the constant term, be the identity matrix. It 
then follows immediately that any two stably associated matrices 
in this form are conjugate over K.
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&3. Cyclicity of a matrix
Let k be a commutative field, let A 6 k^  and let V = k^ . V
is a right kjxj -module under the action vx = vA and the
matrix A is said to be cyclic if V is a cyclic module i.e. 
there exists ve-V such that V = vk[xj . It can be shown that 
A is cyclic if and only if xl^  - A is stably associated (over kfx] ) 
to an element of k[x).
Now let K be a skew field with centre k and A By analogy
with the commutative case we define A to be cyclic if xl^  - A
is stably associated over to an element of • In
this section we derive a criterion for a square .matrix over a 
skew field to be cyclic. By the result mentioned at the beginning 
of f2, xl^  - A and xl^  - B are stably associated iff A is conjugate 
over k to B; hence we are looking for a condition on the k- 
eonjugacy class of A. This is provided by Th^  3.1. _
Th^  3.1 Let K be a skew field with centre k. Then a matrix A tK —  —  n
is cyclic iff A is conjugate over k to a matrix with non-zero 
entries on the sub-diagonal and zeros beneath the subdiagonal.
Pf (r^ ) Suppose that xl^  - A-^p GK^ (x), Then there exist 
comaximal relations
(xl^  - A)U = Vp (U,V e'(l^ <?:>) ) (1)
We show that we may choose such a relation with V of degree 0.
Suppose iiie contrary and .let assume its minimum value in any
3 7
such relation (1). Compare leading terms in (l);
xU® = V^ p (2)
Since all the terms in (2) are homogeneous, (2) implies that
I  Qis a right multiple of x, say V = xS. Hence U = Sp . Now
define
U' = U - Sp V* = V - (xl A)S
Then (xl^  A)U* = Vp
is a comaximal relation and 3V < 3V, contradicting our choice of 
V. Hence we may take àV = 0 i.e. V . Again consider leading 
terms of (l)
xu^ = Vp (3)
Let V = (a^  a ... a^ . Since (l) is comaximal at least one
of the a^  is non-zero, say a,j ^ 0. Then from (3) we see that !
a.p is a right multiple of x, hence p = a. *xr (say), and
-1  ^ -1 now a^ p = a^ aj xr is a right multiple of x. Hence a^ a^  G k
for all i, and so hy adjusting p hy a suitable element of K we
may assume without loss of generality that V &  k ^ .
Since VG k^  (and is non-zero) there exists JGGL^(k) such
that JV = (1 0 0 ... O)^ . Set A* = JAJ“*, U* = JU. Then (1)
becomes
(xl - A*)U* = /p\ (4)
n 0
TWrite U* = (m^  m^  ... m^ ) . It is easily seen from (4) that 
ôm,>àm. (i = 2,3, ..,n). Suppose that is a permutation'of - -i 
f2,3>... fu] such that. 3 ) ^ “^<^(3) ^  " ' * *^ ^^ <^r(n) '
J* be the permutation matrix representing <5'-and set .
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A** = J*“*A*J* U** = J*U*
Then (4) still holds with A* and U* replaced hy A* * and U* * 
respectively and the elements of U* * are arranged in descending 
order of degree. We note that none of the elements of U* * can 
he zero, for suppose that the last n-m+1 were zero. Let Z he the 
matrix obtained from A' ' by deleting the last..n-m+1 rows and columns 
and H the matrix obtained from U'' by deleting the last n-m+1 
elements. Then
(xlm - Z)H =/p\
\ 0 l
and hence xl^  — Z-'-P'^ xI^ — A, a contradiction since m ^  n.
Thus none of the elements of U** are zero.
We shall show that A* * is conjugate over k to a matrix of the 
form described in the statement of the theorem. The idea is to 
successively reduce the 1^^ , 2^ ,^ ..., n^^  rows to the required 
form. We use induction. Let P(r) denote the statements;
(i) there exists a matrix conjugate over k
rto A** such that bj^  = 0 (i< j-l) and bj 0 for all j r.
(i.e. the first r rows of the matrix B^ are in the required form).
(ii) there exist = (u^  u^  ... u^ )^ <s-(K^ <x>)  ^ such
that 3u^ > 3ug> ...>^u^ ^  ^ ^ ^ 2^
and
(xl^  - B^ )U^  =/p\ (5)
01
p(l) is satisfied by taking B^ = A** and — TJ*,*. Suppose
ththat P(r) is established; consider the (r+l) row of (5)î
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-I>^+l.r+2V2-^ ••• -I>^l,n”n “ ° (^ )
If  ^/ 0 then-b^^ is the leading term of the LHS of 
(6) (because of the arrangement of the uf in order of descending 
degree) and hence u^  = 0 . Hence b^^  ^= 0. Similarly
r^+l,i °  ^<r-l.
Now we want to reduce the (r+l,r-l) entry to 0. By hypothesis
b^ 0 , Letr,r-l
% = 1% - rtl,r-l' r,r-l/ r+l,r 
where N. . denotes the matrix with a 1 in the (i,j) place and1J
Os elsewhere. Now let B . =  KB K U = KU . We note thatr+l r r+l r
Br+i agrees with B^ on the top left-hand rxr-1 submatrix of B^
and also on the first r-2 elements of the (rfl)^  ^row. Moreover
b^* r-1 ^ r^+1 satisfies the hypothesis (li) of
P(r) all that remains to prove is that b^^ ^  0 and that1 » 1*
\ r+l \ r+l
Consider what (6) becomes with the new naming (and remembering
that b^^ . = 0 for i < r-l) ; r+l,1 ^
If ^ u^* = àu^* then the leading term of the LHS of (7) is
xu^* and hence u^* = 0,“^  Similarly if b^* ^  = 0. Thus
àîÇ*"*>3u^^ and b^^ r ^  P(r+l) is established.
Thus P(n) is true and so the forward implication of the theorem 
is proved.
(^ ). This is just a straightforward calculation.
We consider some particular cases;
(i) K = k is commutative. We clearly may reduce all the 
entries on the subdiagonal to 1 and then reduce all the entries 
on or above the diagonal (excluding the last column) to 0. We 
then have A in the form
0 0 .... 0 b0
1 0 ... 0 h
0 1 0 .. 0
• • •
0 .... 0 1
This matrix is of course the companion matrix of the polynomiQ.1
f(x) = x  ^- Z  b.x^  , and xl - A-'f.
i-o 1 u
(ii) n = 2. Here the only condition for a matrix to be 
cyclic is that the bottom left hand comer of some matrix in 
the conjugacy class be non-zero; it is easily seen that this
4.0
holds unless A is scalar i.e. A = gl^  for some gG-K.
4-1
Chapter ^  Factorizations and Eigenrings
This chapter deals with the factorizations and eigenrings 
of elements and matrices in free algebras.
In ^ 1 we consider the following situation; let R he a k-algehra, 
E/k a Galois extension with Galois group G and let S = R(&^ E.
Let J be a principal right ideal of S generated by a non-zerodivisor 
and suppose that J is invariant under the action of G. Does J 
necessarily have an invariant generator ? This holds if 
H*(G,U(s)) is trivial and we show that this condition is satisfied 
if R is a matrix; ring over a fir (Prop^  I.3). We prove an 
analogous result for purely inseparable extensions and 
derivations(Prop^  1.4).
In 2^ we determine what types of factorizations of matrix 
atoms over free algebras occur when the ground field is 
extended. If the extension is purely inseparable then the 
factorization is rigid (Prop^  2.1) and if the extension is 
Galois then the factorization is fully reducible (Prop^  2.4).
In ue consider eigenrings of atoms in free algebras ; we 
show that each atom has a unique 'splitting field*, given by 
the normal closure of the eigenring (Tb^  3*3)•
Some examples of the factorizations described in f2 are
constructed in ^ 4.
#
In we consider the eigenrings of matrix atoms over free 
algebras. We show that we can construct arbitrary division 
algebras over a commutative field k as the eigenring of a 
matrix atom of kCx7 (Tb^  5«5)-
4-2
1^. Invariant generators of invariant ideals
In considering the factorization of elements of free algebras 
under ground field extensions we shall come across the following 
question; do principal right ideals of e Oc) invariant under 
the action of Gal (E/k) have an invariant generator? We also 
find the same question for matrices.
We answer the question in more generality. Recall the 
definition of the first cohomology group. Let G be a group 
and U a group (not necessarily abelian) on which G acts. 
map G — given by gi—^u^ is a crossed homomorphism if it 
satisfies the following identity;
”gh =
Two crossed homomorphism g*—^u and g*—>v are equivalent
if there exists c g U such that
u = cv c ^ (for all gGG)g g o /
The set obtained by taking the set of crossed homomorphisms 
and factoring out by this equivalence relation is the first 
cohomology set; v denoted H*(G,U). H^ (G,U) is trivial if
it has only one element, namely the equivalence class of the 
trivial crossed homomorphism G -+[]J .
Now let R be a k-algebra and E/k a Galois extension with 
#
Galois group G. Let S = R®j^ E. We can regard G as acting on 
S (fixing R). Call a subset I of S G-invariant if I ^  I 
for all geG; the G-invariant elements of S are just those 
that lie in R.
U3
Prop^  1.1 Let k,E,G,R and S be as above and suppose that 
H*(G,U(s)) is trivial. Then any G-invariant principal right 
ideal of S generated by a non-zerodivisor is generated by an 
element of R.
Pf Let I = fS be G-invariant (fa non-zerodivisor). For 
each gGG, f^G fS, say f^  = fu^ . Consider f®^ ;
(I)
since f is a non-zerodivisor we deduce from (l) that ,
”gh = V g ^  (2)
Taking h = g”I in (2) we see that u e-u(s); thus gl— u^
ë  ë
is a crossed homomorphism of G into U(s). Since H*(G,U(S)) 
is trivial this crossed homomorphism must be equivalent to 
the identity i.e. there exist vgU(s) such that u = w  ^
(here v”^  denotes, (v ^ )^ ).
Now let f* = fv. fS = f*S and
(fi)S = (fv)^  = f^ v^  = fu v^  = fv = f* for all geG
ë
SO f* a R.
The problem thus reduces to that of establishing that 
the first cohomology r5et_. is trivial. In the particular 
case where R = k the result is well-known;
Prop^ 1.2 Let E/k be a finite Galois extension with Galois
• -I
group G. Then H (G,U(e)) is trivial.
(see e.g.[^ p.*5* , where it is also proved that H (G,GL^ (e))
is trivial.)
4 -k -
Using this result we prove a more general result, including 
the case of invertible matrices over a free algebra.
Th^  1.3 Let E/k be a Galois extension with Galois group G.
Let R be a k-algebra and let S = R(^ E^. Then if R is a fir 
H*(G,GL^ (S)) is trivial.
Pf Let g*-^ Ug be a crossed homomorphism of G into GL^(s). Let 
F = S^ . F is a left S-module (and hence also a left R-module) 
under the natural action.
Let T be the skew group ring on E over G (i.e. T = E[G:eg = ge^).
F is a right T-module under the action
se = s(el^ ) (s eF,e eE)
sg = s%g (s eF,g€ G)
Now let F^  be the elements of F fixed by all the elements of G. 
Since R is a fir and is a submodule of the free R-module F, F^ 
is a free left R-module. Let s^(iGl) be a left R-basis for F^ .
We show that it is also a left S-basis for F.
(i) The set s^ (i G l) is left independent over S. Let
g^  (i = l,2,oo.,m) be a list of all the elements of G and
let a^  (i = l,2,...,m) be a k-basis for E. We note that the
matrix G defined by c^ j = a^ *^' is invertible ^ this
Now suppose that there is a relation of S-dependence 2lt.s.= 0
I  ^^
(t.<s-s)o We may write t. = a .t.. (t..e R). We then have
1 1 J J
= 0
If we act on this by some g ^ G we get
^(a.^(Zt.^s^)) = 0 (1)
J J i
TWrite t for the vector (lEt^ s^^ , ..., «
Then from (l) we have that
- J
Ct = 0
U.E
and hence t = 0. Thus Z  ^  ^ for each i, But the are
left independent and so all the t.. =0. Thus the s. are left
S-dependent.
(ii) The set s^  (i e l) spans F. Let
H = fs <SrF:sg 6 sE for all g^cj
We show firstly that any element of H is a left E-multiple of 
an element of and secondly that any element of F is a sum
of elements of H, which establishes the desired result.
(1) Let s<cH, say sg = sb^  (b^ <cE) for each gtG. It 
is now easily checked that g^ -^ b^  is a crossed homomorphism of
G into E . Since by Prop^  l.Z H*(G,E^ ) is trivial there exists 
d e E such that b^  = dd Then for any he G,
(ds)h = (sd)h = s(dh) = s(hd^ ) = sb^ d^  = sd = ds
so ds F^ and hence s is a left E-multiple of an element of F^ .
(2) Let f. = Zga.^^T (i = 1,2,...,m). Since G is an
invertible matrix there exist z.<c E such that ^  f.z. = 1.
1 i 1 ^
Now suppose that s is any element of F. Set s^  = sf^ z^ . Then
s = si = s( Z  fi%i) = Z sf^z^ = Z
For any he G we have
s!h = sf.z.h = sf.hz.^  = s( Z gafhz.^ ) = s( Z  ghaf^ z.^ )
X X X  X X  3 9
= s(( Z  ghap)z^^) = s(f^ z^ )^ = s^ (z^ "lz^ h).
Thus leach s I (-U and s is the sum of; the sî.
.‘.1 1 . .
We have shown that the s.(i<cl) form an S-basis for F. Hence
f  : ■ , ' . . :
111 = n. Let B be the matrix whose rows are the s.. Then B is , 
invertible and
B = Bg = B %  for all geG
so Ug = B Thus every crossed homomorphism of G into GL^ (S)
is equivalent to the identity and H*(G,GL (s)) is trivial.
Cor* Let P be a full matrix over S = E^ X^ , and suppose that the
ideal PS is invariant under Gal(E/k). Then PS = P'S for n A / / n n
some P'e(k<0^ )^ .
We also need an analogous result for derivations. We treat the
simplest case. Let E/k be a simple purely inseparable extension
of exponent 1 i.e. E = k(a) where a^ek (p = char k). Let
d be the derivation on E defined by a^  = 1; d has field of
constants k. Let E be a fir and a k-algebra and let S = R®j^ E.
d may be extended.to a derivation of 8^ over (by putting
R^  = 0 and (b. .)^  = (b. .^ )). ^ i j '   ^ij
Prop^  1.4 Let P be a full matrix over S such that P^6 PS . Then I
there exists U gGL (s) such that PU gR .n' ' n
Pf Let P^ = PM. Let T = E(t:te =et + e^ , t^  = o]. We can 
define a left aotion of T on the free right S-module .F ^  by
ts = s^  + Ms _ (s ep)
es = se (s6 F, e <tE)
This makes F into a left T-module. We also make F into a right R-
module under the obvious restriction from S.
Let F^ = [ s e F : t s  vy
F^ is an R-submodule of the free right R-module F and R is a fir; 
hence F-, is a free right R-module. Let s.(i<^ l) be a right R-basis
for F^ . We show that it is also an S-basis for F.
(i) The set s.(i<rl) is right independent over S. Suppose 
there is a relation of dependence Zs.m. = 0 (m.^S). Since
P-r  ^" JE is spanned over k by l,a,...,a we may write m. = 2La m
. : 1 j.' -‘i
(m**CrR) and the relation of dependence becomes 
i
h r!
Z a'^( 2 = 0
Premultiplying by t gives
jaj"^(Zs^m^j) = 0 
(since ts. = O) and continuing like this we get
1 a 
0 1
a-
(p-l)a
p-1
p-2
\ f V x l \  “
i^”i2
But clearly the left-hand matrix is invertible. Hence each
Z s^ m_j is 0 and since the s^  are E-independent, all the m^ ^
must be 0 i.e. m_ = 0 for all icrl- Thus the s^  are linearly
independent over S.
(ii) The s^  span F. Since the matrix G = (c. .) defined 
= j,
ij
such that
by c. . = (a^ ) = G^. a^   ^ is invertible we can find b ,b-,,..,bX J X o x  "p*X
^ I w  = / ° \
p-1 il/
It can now be checked that (in T) 
Z  a^ t^  *b^  = 1
Let s GF and define m  ^= t-^ HD^ s. We see that;. ~*b.1 1
(1) tm. = t^.s = 0, so m. ^ F,1 1 1 1
• ^ _ *
(2) 8 = %  a^ m. =Zm.a^, so s is a right combination (overE)
C i i
of the m.. 1
Thus the s^  also span F, and hence |l| = n.
Let U be the matrix whose columns are the s^ . U(pGL^ (s) and
u s
Hence
tu = 0
= U^ + MU
(PU)^ = P ^  + Plf 
= PMU + PU^ 
= P(MU + if) 
= 0.
4-1'
$2. Nature of factorizations under ground field extensions
We deal first with the purely inseparable case.
Th^  2.1 Let R = k{x) , let E/k be a purely inseparable extension
and let S = E(x). Let P be a matrix atom of R^ . Then P has an
atomic factorization in S of the form P = P\...P wherem i n
P^/^P^ '^ .. .-^ P^ . If m = 1 (so P is an element of R) then this 
factorization is rigid.
Befor proving this theorem we state and prove a proposition 
and a particular case of the theorem.
Prop^  2.2 Let S - E{x) (where E is any commutative field) and 
let f^ , f^ , ..., f^ be atoms of S with B^en
the product * "^ n
Pf Suppose that f = " "6^ is a different atomic factorization
of f in S. Since S is a UFD, r = n and each g^ '^-^ f^ . Now suppose 
that g^ S^ = f^ S. Cancelling on the right in the relation
irV3-
we get a coprime (and hence comaximal) relation 
qt = g^ s
and now t f ^ - ^  s, a contradiction (by Prop^ 1.4.3).
Hence f^ S f g^ S. Continuing inductively we can show that
the two factorizations f = fif2""'*n ^l®2***^ r
equivalent. Thus L(fS,S) is a chain and the product 
f = f^ f^ ...f^  is rigid.
Prop^  2.3 Hypotheses and conclusions as in Th^  2.1, except 
assume that the extension E/k is a simple purely inseparable 
extension of exponent 1.
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Pf Let k be of characteristic p. E is of the form k(a) where
a^ék. There is a derivation d on E (with field of constants k)
given by a^ = 1. This may be extended to a derivation of
over R by setting (b. .)^  = (b. .^) and = 0. m 2- j ' ij
Now suppose that P has a factorization (in S^ )
P = P^ P^ .c.P^ G (1)
where the P. are atoms of S with P^ '^ P.'^  ,..'~'P and G has no 1 m 1 2  r
factorization with a left atomic factor stably associated to
P^ . If G is invertible the result is established, so assume
that G is a non-unit. We derive a contradiction. Since P <£-R ,m
P^ = 0; hence applying d to (l) gives
0 =
-(p .^..p )^g '^ = (Pj^ ...pp‘\; (2)
Since P is an atom of R and P^ ...P is a proper left factorm 1 r
of P, P^ .c.P 4 b. and hence (P,...P f 0. Thus (2) providesI r  m ' 1 r '
a non-zero common right multiple of (P^ ...P^ ) and (P^ ...P^ )^ .
We find common right and left factors in (2);
G^ = MQ, G = M'Q, -P^ ...P^  = FN, (P^ ...P^ )^  = FN'
Note that N is not invertible. (For suppose that N was invertible. 
Then (P^ ...P^ )^  is a right multiple of (P^ ...P^ ) and by Prop^ l.l*. 
there exists U 6GL^ (s) such that P^...P^U^R^, contradicting 
the atomicity of P.) Cancelling the right and left factors in 
(2) gives the coprime (and hence comaximal) relation
N.M = N'.M*
Thus M*'^N and N as a rmht factor of P^.. .P^  is the product of
atoms stably associated to Hence G'has a left atomic factor
stably associated to P^ , contradicting our hypothesis.
It follows that P has a factorization of the form
P = P_OO.P 1 m
where the P^  are pairwise stably associated atoms of S. If P 
is an element of R then by Prop  ^ 2.2 the factorization is rigid.
Pf of Th^  There is a sequence of fields
k = E ^ E, ^  E.g .. SrEI = E 0 1 2  m
such that E^^ /^E^  is a simple purely inseparable extension of
exponent 1 (i = 0,l,...,m-l). We prove by induction on i that
all the atomic factors of P in E^ are stably associated. The case
i = 0 is trivial.
Suppose that P has an atomic factorization P = P-,P_...P
1 2  q
in E .<X> with P P  -..'^ P . Now P is an atom of E,<X>-
J 1  ^ q 1 ' J
and E_^/E. is a simple purely inseparable extension of exponent J* 1 J
1. By Prop^  2.3 P^ has a factorization in E^^Oÿ of the form
P^  = G^ ...G^  with the G^ stably associated atoms. Now P^  and
P^ (2 <r<q) are stably associated as elements of E^ KX^ , hence
also as elements of E T h u s  all the atomic factors of P^
in E a r e  stably associated to G^  and so the factorization
of P in E^ <^(X> is of the form P = GtG'..,,G„ with 1 j+1 1 2 N
n 'G^ '^ G^ '^ -^ .'^ Gj^ . If n = 1, so P is an element of R then by Prop 2,2 
this factorization is rigid.
Now we deal with the Galois case.
Prop  ^2.4 Let R = k<X^ , let E/k be a Galois extension with 
Galois group G and let S = E<X>. Let P be a matrix atom in R^ .
Then the factorization of P in is completely reducible; it is
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”s/p™s = ( $ ® s/ q® “s
gfeT
where T is some subset of G and an atom of S^ «
Pf G induces a group of automorphisms of. with fixed ring R^ .
Since P t R^ , G fixes P and so induces a group of lattice
automorphisms of l(PS^ yS^ ), the lattice of principal right
ideals of containing PS^  (equivalently, the lattice of
m-generator torsion modules containing ^ S/P^S). Let be an
atomic left factor of P in S and consider the idealm
I is a principal right ideal of S^ , say I = JS^  and clearly I is
invariant under G. By the corollary to Prop 1.3 I has an
invariant generator, say I = KS^  (K^R^). But then K is a left
factor of P and P is an atom of R ; hence KS = PS .m m m
Taking an irredundant intersection of the ^  S^ over some 
subset T of G we get the desired result.
Gor  ^ Let R = kKx}, let E/k be a Galois extension with Galois 
group G and let S = E<^. Let f be an ', atom of R. Let L be 
the factor lattice of f in S and let P be the corresponding 
partially ordered set. Then P is the unordered set of (say) 
t elements, so L = 2^ . G has a natural action on P and this 
action is transitive.
S3
43» The splitting field
We start with a useful result relating the eigenrings of 
atoms to the eigenrings of their factors in extended rings.
Prop^  3.1 Let R = k<0C) , let E/k be a field extension and let 
S = E<X). Let f be an atom of R and suppose that f has an 
atomic factorization f = f^ f^ a.-f^  in S. Then E^ (f) embeds (as 
a ring) in Eg(f^ ). In particular if f  ^is an absolute atom then 
E^ (f) embeds in E.
Pf By Prop^  1.6.7 , Eg(f) = E^ (f)<^ E^, so there is an embedding
a; E^ (f) — E^g(f)
By Prop^  1.6.8 , there is a map
b; Eg(f)-^TTEg(f^)
There is also the projection map
czljE sC fp -^ E g C fp
Combining these maps we get a (non-zero) map cba: Ejj(f)-—>Eg(f^ ) 
Since f is an atom, E^(f) is a field and hence this map is 
an embedding.
If f  ^is an absolute atom then Eg(f^ ) = E and the last 
statement of the proposition follows.
We thus have that E^(f) embeds in any field over which f 
has an absolutely atomic factor. We now want to show that f has 
an absolutely atomic factor over E^(f) and factorizes completely 
over the normal closure of Ej^ (f). This will prove the existence 
of unique 'splitting fields'. We deal first with the purely 
inseparable case and then with the general case. .
Def^ An atom of k W  is purely inseparable if it factorizes 
into the product of absolute atoms over some purely inseparable
l-i
extension of k.
Prop  ^3 , 2  Let f be a purely inseparable atom of R *= k(x/ .
Then E^ {f) is a purely inseparable extension of k over which 
f splits into absolute atoms.
Pf By hypothesis f splits into absolute atoms over some purely
inseparable extension of k. By Prop^  3,1, E^ (f) embeds in this
field and hence is itself a purely inseparable extension of k.
Write F = E^ /f), S = F<X), and T = Eg(f). By Prop^ 1.6.7,
T = E^ (f)GP^ F = FCS^ F.
By Th”^ 2.1, the atomic factorization of f in S is of the form
f = f, ...f , where f.,'^ f . ' ^ f  . We shall prove that f^  has aI n  1 2  n 1
scalar eigenring. Since f^'\^ f^  there is a comaximal relation
afi = f^ a' (1)
Define a; Ig(f^ )^ — ^lg(f) by c f^.. .f^ _^ ac. This is not 
a ring homomorphism but it is an E-space: homomorphism, a induces 
a map b: Ig(f]_)— >Eg(f). Then
ker(b) = ^c slg(f^ ) : f^.. .f^ _^ ac <S:f^ .. .f^ s}
' fcc:Ig(fl) : acf^s]
= f pS
(for since (l) is comaximal, af^  = f a* is a LGRM of a and f ).' '  ^ 1 n n'
Thus b induces an (E-space) embedding c: Eg(f^ )<^ —^Eg(f) = T.
Note that each element of T is either a unit or a zero-divisor
(see e.g. [6  ^p.l97). Let s€rlg(f) and let t = s be the image of s
in T. There is a relation sf = fsV, which is right comaximal
iff t is invertible. Clearly if sef.S this relation is not
right comaximal. Conversely, if the relation is not right
comaximal then s and f have a common left factor: since f has the
rigid factorization f = f, ...f , s must have f, as a left factor.
J- n -L
S3
Thus s is a non-unit iff stf^S. Now let
J = {t<^T:ta = 0 for all non-units a]
J is a minimal right ideal of T and isomorphic to F (as T-module). 
We claim that Im(c) 9 J. By (2) it suffices to show that any 
element of Im(c) is annihilated by f^ .
Let m 6lm(c) ; m = for some c&Ig(f^). Hence
mf-, = f^ .e.f a^cf^  1. 1 n-1 1
= 0.
Thus Im(c) g ‘"J. Comparing k-dimensions now yields
jEg(f^):k|= |lm(c):kl |
$ U:kl
$ |F:k| %
But F Ç Eg(f^ ); hence F - Eg(f^ ), and F has a scalar* eigenring.
Now suppose that f^  is not an absolute atom. .. Since f is purely i
inseparable, f^  factorizes into absolute atoms over some purely 
inseparable extension G of F. By Th^  2.1 the factorization of f^  |
over G is of the form f^  = gpSg'-'Sm » where g^ /^  " |
IBy hypothesis, m >1. Now let cg^  = g^ c' be a comaximal relation. |
Then gT»..g c^ is a non-trivial element of the eigenring of f-, in± m—± ± i
G<pÿ . But f., has a scalar eigenring over F, hence also over G I
■ -!
Thus f^  (and so also fg,,...,^ )^ are absolute atoms.
Th^  3.3 Let f be an atom of R = k<X/. Then f has at least one j
; ■■ ■ - : . : ' , . j
absolutely atomic factor over E^ (f) and f factorizes into the |
. ' I
product of absolute atoms over the normal closure of E^ (f). j
Pf Let E be a minimal Galois extension of k over which f factorizes |
into purely inseparable atoms, say f = in . Let ;
. ; I
S = E^^ , let G be Gal (E/k), let L be the factor lattice of f
f I
in S and let P be the corresponding partially ordered set. H
Define !
M = {gtG ! = fj
By the corollàry to Prop^  2.4 G acts transitively on P (a 
set of r elements) and hence M is a subgroup of G of index r.
Let
M' = {e<cE : e^  = e for all ge
M'is a separable extension of k and |M:k| = r. Let T = 
note that f^ € T. We show that E^ (f) - E^ (f^ ) ; since by Prop  ^31 
E^(f)^E^(f^) it suffices to show that E^ (f) and E^ (f^ ) have 
the same dimension as k-spaces.
' j
Again using the corollary to Prop 2.4 we have that f is I
fully reducible over S; S/fS = ®  S/f^% , where B is a subset 
of G with r elements (in f^t, B could be taken to be a set of 
coset representatives of M in G). Clearly f^  ^and f^^  have
isomorphic eigenrings; hence j
= (Eg(fi)):'
so |Eg(f):El = r|Eg(fj^ )!E|.
It follows that
|E^ (f):kl =lEg(f):El
= rlEg(f^ ):El ,
= rlEj^ (f^ ):MM 
= lE^ (f^ ):kl
Thus E^ (f) = E^ (f^ ). Since f^  is a purely inseparable atom
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of T it splits into absolute atoms over E^ (f^ ) (Prop^  3.2).
Thus f has at least one absolutely atomic factor over E^(f).
Now let K be the normal closure of E^(f). K contains E and 
since K is normal every element of Gal (E/k) extends to an
element of Aut(K) • In KCx) fp has the factorization
where the g. are absolute atoms. Hence has the factorization
where g denotes the extension of g from Gal (E/k) to Aut(K) and 
the g are absolute atoms (because the g  ^are).
In E<5^  f has the factorization
f =
and (from the Cor^ to Prop 2.4) each f . is stably associated
to f,^ for some g<S-G. From (l) we deduce that each f .
J
factorizes into absolute atoms over K.
Thus f factorizes into absolute atoms in .
Ç8
§4. Examples
In this section we construct some examples of the 
factorizations described in §2.
Prop^  4.1 Let f^  = x^  y^x^   ^+ a^ x + 1 (l^i^n;na fixed 
integer) be elements of k(a^ ,...,a^ {^x,y^  and let f = f^ ...f^ .
Then f is symmetric in the a^ .
Pf Let h. = x^  y^x^   ^+ 1 and let h = x^ yx ^  + 1, Then
f. = h. + a.x 
.1 1 1
= X "hix^  + a^ x
Let J be the set Of all functions from {l,.,.,n} to {+,-} and 
define t.^  = h., t.” = a.x (i = l,...,n). Then
f =TTfi»| i
= {7 (x”^ ^  + a^ x)
= Z t J W . . .  t/") '
jex 1 ^
= i I ...je3; L n
Ij-'Mkr
Now define = 1, s^  = a^ . Then if | j (^+)| = r,
... t j(») = ... s j W1 n ' ■ ' ' I  n
Thus
I ... .«)
- - ' •
• ' I* 'and each term in brackets is the coefficient of z in the expansion 
n.
of 1 I (z + a^ ) and hence symmetric in the a^ . Thus f is 
symmetric in the a^ . 
n fProp 4.2 Let k be a field and g an irreducible polynomial of 
k[t]. Let E be the splitting field of g. Assume that E is either
separable (so Galois) or (simple) purely inseparable, and let 
l^'^ 2*'***^ n ^  roots of f in E. Define f^  and f as in 
Prop^ If.l. Then;
(i) f^  is an absolute atom of E(X)
(ii) f is am atom of .
Pf That f^  is an.absolute atom may be easily seen by considering
degrees in y. Now let R = k<X) and S = ECO. To prove (ii) we
consider the two cases separately.
Case 1 E/k Galois. Let G = Gal (E/k). Then G acts transitively 
on a^ ,...,a^  and hence x "^ y^ + a x^ + 1 is a left atomic factor 
of f for i = 1,2,..,n. However they are pairwise not stably 
associated; since S satisfies DEL this impies that
n  (x^ “V  + a.x + l)S
t-1 ^
is generated by an element of length at least n. But f is of 
length n and thus
fS = O  (x^  y + a.x + l)S
i= I 1
Moreover, these n atoms exhaust all the possible left atomic 
factors of f in S (again because S satisfies DEL and f is of
length n). Now suppose that g is a left factor of f in R. Then
g G (x^ '^ y + a^ x + l)S for some j. Now g*^ = g for each =< € G; so
g G (x^ "^ y + a.x + 1)S for each i. Hence ge fS. Thus f is an
atom of R.
Case 2 E/k purely inseparable. Then a^  = a (say) for i = l,...,n, 
and so all the f. are stably associated; a comaximal relation 
relating f. and f. -, is1 1—-L ^
x(x^ "^ yx^ ”^  + ax 4- 1 ) =  (x^  ^^ y^x^  ^  4- ax 4- l)x.
Since all the factors of f are similar the factorization is 
rigid; thus if g is a left factor of f in R, g = f^ ...f. for 
some 1 <j^n. Now specialize y to 0; we get
6 0 |
(ax + l)j € k[x)
Thus a^6 k and so j = 0 or n i.e. g is either a unit or 
equivalent to f. Thus f is again an atom of-R.
Particular instances of this construction are;
(i) k = Q, f(t) = t^  + 1, E = Q(i)
P p
(xy + ix + l)(yx -ix + l)=xyx + x +xy + yx + l.
(ii) k = Q, f(t) = t^  - 2 with roots a,aw,acf, E = Q(a,w)
(x^ y + ax + l)(xyx + ai\gcH-::l)(yx^  + a«^ x + l) =
x^ yxyxyx^  + x^ yxyx + x^ y^ x^  + xyxyx^  + 2x^  + x y^ + xyx + yx^  + 1,
(iii) F a field pf characteristic 3, k = F(z) , f(t) = t^  - z 
with root say s (so s^  = z) and E = k(s)
(x^ y + sx + 1) (xyx + sx + l) (yx^  + sx + l) =
2 2 2 2 2 2  2 3 2 2
X  yxyxyx + x yxyx + x y x + xyxyx + zxr + x y + xyx + yx +1.
In order to construct some more examples of factorizations we 
use the idea of continuant polynomials ; these are polynomials 
PQiPpf • • • • in the non-commuting indeterminates t^ ,^
2^* ” * *^ n* * * * defined inductively by
Pq = 1. Pi(t^ ) = and . .
In any ring with the 2-term weak algorithm (in particular, in 
free algebras) it is possible to analyse comaximal relations in 
terms of continuant polynomials (see [ j \  ). However, all we 
require here is the rather obvious result in the opposite 
direction; , , 1
Prop^  b-.4 Let t^ ,...,t^  be elements of k<X>. Then
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• • • »\) '"^1) * • • >^ l)
is a comaximal relation.
Pf This is easily proved hy induction.
We may now construct some more examples.
Prop^  4.4 Let X = •[t^ ,...,t^  and let R = . Let p^  denote
p (t-,,...,t ) and p' denote p (t ,...,t^ ). Then n^  1 n'^ n n^  n 1 '
(i) f = p p* + p tP* -, is an atom of ^ ' ^n n n^-1 n-1
(ii) over %(i)C^, f has the absolutely atomic factorization 
f = (P„ + iPn_i)(P; -
=  (Pn - iPn-l)(PA +
Pf We first prove by induction on n that p^  ± ^^ n-1 ^
absolute atom. The case n = 1 is trivial. Write f^ = p^  2^ ip^ _^ ,
Then
V A  + V 2 - ^ V r .
Suppose that f^ = gh. The degree of f^ in t^  is 1 and so 
g and h must be of degrees 0 and 1 respectively in t^ . Write
h = h^  + h^ , where h^ is homogeneous of degree i in t^ . Then
By inductive hypothesis either g or h^  is a unit. If h^  is a unit 
we may take it to be 1 and then
e = ^ n-2- ^
This is clearly impossible ; hence g is a unit and f^ is an 
absolute atom.
That f = (p^  + iP„.i)(Pn " %_l) '
, = (Pn - ^ Pn-l)K+ %_l)
follows immediately from Prop^ 3*3 above.
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Thus in Q(i)<?(^  f has a factor lattice of length 2. Since 
the lattice is distributive there are exactly two possible left 
atomic factors of f, namely (p^  + ip^ _^ ) and (p^  - ip^  ^ ). But 
neither of these atoms is stably associated to an element of
o (For suppose that p^  + ip^ _^ '^  g G Q<OC>. Define a:Q(iX]ÿ^Q(i)[^ 
by sending » • • • » to 1 and t^  to z. Then a(p^  + ip^ _^ ) is 
of the form Bz + G + Di, where B,G and D are positive integers; 
and this must be stably associated to a(g), an element of Q,[z3 .
This is clearly impossible.)
Thus f has no proper atomic left factor in and so f
is an atom of .
A particular example of this type of factorization is
(xyz + ixy + x + z + i)(zyx - iyx + x + z - i) =
2 2 2 2 2 xyz yx + xyzx + xzyx + xyz + z yx + x + xz + zx + z + 1.
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5^* Eigenrings of matrices over free algebras
We start by recalling from $6 of Chapter 1 some general 
results on eigenrings of matrices. Let R be a persistent 
semifir over a field k and let A be a full matrix over R. Then
(i) E^ (A) is algebraic over k (1.6,4)
(ii) if A is an atom then E^ (A) is a skew field (1.6.3)
(iii) if A is an absolute atom then E^ (A) = k (an immediate 
consequence of 1.6.5 and 1.6.7).
Of course kCc) is a persistent semifir and so these results 
apply. However in this case we can strengthen (i) (in fact 
using a different‘Taethod of proof from that in M).
Prop^  1.1 Let A be a full matrix over R = kC). Then E^ (A) is 
finite-dimensional over k.
Pf We use notation and methods from Chapter 2. First we note 
that if two matrices are stably associated then their associated 
torsion modules are isomorphic and hence their eigenrings are 
also isomorphic. Thus there is no loss in generality in taking 
A in normal linear form; say
A  =  A ^ +  Z x ^ A j ^  V
Now let Ptl^(A), say PA = AQ. We claim that there exists
an M t R such that P - AM lies in k . • Suppose the contrary
and let N ^ R be such that T = P - AN has degree as small as n
possible. Write S = Q - NA. We have TA = AS. Comparing 
leading terms we get;
T (SIx^ Aj^ ) = (z.x^ A^ ) S
I
By the methods of Chapter 2 it follows that T is a right
A - 1
multiple of (Six^ A^ ), say T =,(2x^A^)W. By Lemma 2.2.3 
(Zx^ Aj^ ) is a non-zerodivisor, so the degree of W is one less 
than that of T. Set T* = T - AW. Then the degree of T* is 
less than that of T, contradicting the hypothesis.
Thus for each P<s-Ij^ (a) there exists such that P - AM€-k^ ,
say P - AM = f(M). The map f;I^(A)—>k^ is well-defined, for 
suppose that both P - AM and P - AN lie in k^ . Ihen
a(m - n) = (p - an) - (p - am)
Comparing terms of highest degree we get
- N)'= 0
and since (z x^ A^ ) is a non-zerodivisor, (M - N)* = 0 so M = N.
It now follows easily that f is a homomorphism with kernel 
AR^ ; hence f induces an embedding E^(A)^k^.
Cor^  Let A be a matrix atom over R = k(x/. Then E^ (A) is a 
skew field finite-dimensional over k.
If we restrict attention to 1x1 matrices i.e. elements then 
we have seen that all eigenrings are commutative (Cor^  to 1.6.7); 
this result turns on the fact that every factor lattice is 
distributive. In the general (matrix) case this condition does
. : '  ^ ■ ■■■ - i
not hold and it is easy to produce matrices with non-commutative |
eigenrings - a^n example is the matrix diag(x,x) Cr (kLx:])^  which 
has eigenring k„. It is not so evident that matrix atoms can
.C.  ^ ' ,
have non-commutative eigenrings, but in fact one can produce \
arbitrary finite-dimensional skew fields as eigenrings of matrix I
atoms; the next few pages are devoted to establishing this I
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Prop^  5.2 Let k be any field, let X = j%l$ i,j $ r] be a set 
of indeterminates and let R = kOÿ » Let Q = (x^ j) é R^ . Then 
Q is an (absolute) matrix atom.
In order to prove this obvious-looking result we use the 
following lemmao
Lemma 5.3 Let k be a field, X = {x^,...,x^ a set of
n
indeterminates. Let R = k{x), let n^m and define I = £x.R. 
Then I is a maximal proper n-generator right ideal of R.
Pf Recall that every right ideal J of R is free of unique rank, 
this rank being denoted by p(j). Let
S = [j-JH : I^JgR, p(j)^n}
Suppose that S is non-empty. Choose J ^ S of minimal rank, 
say p(j) = r ( ^  n). Now choose free generators of J, y^ ,...,y^  
so as to;
(i) minimize max(à(y^)
(ii) given (i), to minimize the number of i such that 
(^y^ ) = max(è(y^).
Suppose that max(è(y^ ))> 1, say (without loss of generality) 
that à(y^ )> 1. Now IcJ, so for j = l,...,n
f" - I
If each aj^ "= 0 then 2»y^R2l, so by assumption on minimality
r-1 n
of p(j) y^R = Z  x^ R, which is a contradiction (compare
ranks). Thus some a^  ^  0, say a^  ^  0. Then
(^ZYj^ aj^ ) = )(Xj)
=  1
so the set f y^,» « »,y^  is right dependent. By the weak
ô 6
algorithm (see Ch 1,#2), y is right dependent on y-, »y«f... ,y„ -,
say >(y^ - But now yj^ ,...,y^^ ,y^  - Z y^ t^ ^
is a generating set of J and it contradicts condition (i) or (ii). 
Thus max(è(y^ )) - 1 i.e. each y^  is of degree 1 or less.
It is now clear that we can choose the generators y^ »y2»«.«»y^
of = x^ ,... and since n ^ r this meansJ iBuch that y^  = x^  y^  
that J = I; thus S is the empty set and the result is established.
Pf of Prop^ 5»2 Suppose Q has the factorization Q = AB (A,B <?R^ ) 
We show that either A or B is invertible. Consider the first 
row of the factorization;
(Xfi x^ 2 ^ (^ 11 1^2 •••• ^r^ ®
Thus (Za^^R) is a n-generator right ideal of R containing 
(2x^^ R). By the preceding lemma, (£a^^R) = (Zx^^R) or R.
Case 1 (za^^R) = (z x ^^ R). Then there exists J€-GL^ (r) s.t.
AJ= / • • 'Irl
Considering the factorization Q = AJ.J ^ B we see that J 4  = I^ , 
so B is invertible.
Case 2 (Za^^R) = R. Then there exists J^GL^(R) s.t.
Q = AJ.J"^
j l 0 .... 0 I • ^11 =12 .... =lr\
^21
J
^21
A*
Si
B'
^^rl i i s i 1
where A* and B* lie in R ' . Define new variables by
yij= ( r  ;  j  * 1 )
yij = X(j -  ct,x,j (t>i. j » P
h i
The j form a set of r elements generating k(x) ; since
1x1 = r^ , they form a free generating set and so the map
X .  .-^ y. .  is an Automorphism of K. It follows that this change 
1J 1J
of variable preserves atomicity and invertibility of matrices. 
Let Q*= (y\j). Then
Q* = / 1 
-c
-c
11
21
rl
= / 1 0 0 411 ^12 i
‘^21 !
. B" . !
/
i
1
where A* * and BV* are A* and B* rewritten in the new variables 
and the d^ '^s are some elements of R. Consider the bottom right- 
hand r-lxr-1 submatrix of Q in the above factorizationjwe get
\ ^ Z Z  ^ 23 *•* 2^r\= A'' B**
^32 ^ 33
r2 rr/
We may assume inductively that the result holds for r-lxr-1 
matrices; hence either A" or B" is invertible.
If A** is invertible, so is A.
If B* * is invertible then
a" =■ /^22 ••• ^2r\
: '  
\y--P
Now consider the first column of (l);
r^l/
^22. ' " ^2r \
r^2 ^rr
for some W R^. But this is clearly impossible (y_^  4- ^  y_.R)
i > l 21
Thus either A or B is invertible and hence Q, is an atom.
Gor  ^ Let k be a field, B^,B^,... ,B^  (n = r^ ) a k-basis for k^  
and let Y = [y^,...,y^ and R = k<^ . Then Q = ^  y^ B^  is 
a matrix atom.
Pf An invertible change of variable does not affect atomicity; and 
we may clearly make such a change of variable y, h- z^. . to makeK 1J
Q into (z. .). The result now follows by Prop^ 5*2. z J
We need one more result, on the splitting of extensions, before 
we can construct the eigenrings.
Prop  ^5.4 Let R = k{]ÿ , let E/k be a commutative field extension 
and let S = R®^E. Let
0  >A - ^ B  - ^ G  5>0 (1)
be a s.e.s. of R-modules and suppose that the induced s.e.s. 9!
0 A®E-i^B(g>E-i^C®»E-— > 0 (2)
■ . ■ «:
of 8-modules splits. Then the original s.e.s. of R-modules splits.
Pf Let h:G(S>E— ^B®E be the splitting map for (2). For any 
c eC, (c<S>l)h = %b.® e. _ (where ^el is some fixed basis for /'
E over k). Define j:G—^B by cj = b-,. We show that jg = 1.
Now hg =1, so j
c®l = (c<g>l)hg = (Zb.<X>e.)g = Z(b.g)(S>e.
’ - , ■ ^  ■■ *
(this last equality because g is induced up from g). But fe^ l
0\
is a basis for E/k; hence c = b^ g^ = c(jg). Thus jg = 1 and
hence j is an R-homomorphism splitting (l).
Th 5» 5 Let D be a skew field of dimension n = r over its 
centre k cuvi Id E be a maximal commutative subfield of D (which
we may take to be a separable extension of k). tW: D Let
be a k-basis of the image of D in k^ and set
P = (k<X>)^ .
Write R = k^O» S = eCc/. Then \
(i) P is an atom of R^  which splits into the product of r 
stably associated absolute atoms in S
(ii) the eigenring of P (in R^ ) is
Pf We have that (E:k| = r and D®,E = E . Since the A. form a —  * k r 1
k-basis for D they form an E-basis for E^ (in E^). By the Skolem-
Noether Theorem (see e . g . a n y  two embeddings of E^ in E^
are conjugate; hence there exists U <^ GL^ (r) such that the 
UA^  form an E-basis for the copy of E^ consisting of matrices of 
the form
TT   TJ
Let A. = B.<SI . In S P is stably associated to 2-X.A. , 1. i r  n  ^ 1 1
and it is clear that x.Adecomposes into r factors, each
stably associated to Q = Zx.B., Hence we have a decomposition
(”s)/P(“s) ©  (”s)/ftj^(”s) (each
Hence Eg(P) = (Eg(Q))’^.
But by the corollary following Prop^ 5*2, Q is an absolute
r \ = ( C6 E^ )
G
■ ,
■ w
7 0
atom and so Eg(Q) = E. Thus Eg(P) ^ E^ .
Now consider E^(P). It clearly contains those matrices in 
centralizing each so Ej^ (P)2D°^ « But
lEj^ (p):kl = |Eg(P):E| = r^  = n = I D°^ :kl
so Ej^ (P) = D°P.
It only remains to verify that P is an atom of R, Let M he the 
torsion module associated with P and suppose that N is a torsion 
R-suhmodule. Since End^ (M) is a skew field ( - , the s.e.s.
0 — ^ N   ^M --) M/N  ^0
cannot be split. By 'Prop^  5*4 it follows that the s.e.s.
0 —  ^N(S>E => M&'E ^M/N®E ^0
is also not split. But M<S>E is a fully reducible torsion module 
and N a torsion S-submodule, so the sequence must split. ')> . Thus 
M is a simple torsion module and P is an atom of R.
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